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Introduction to
GAP Event Services combines the
expertise of all GAP divisions to provide a
complete solution for the events industry.
The division is made up of specialists with
the full backing of all our other divisions:
Plant & Tool Hire, Lifting Hire & Sales,
Survey & Safety Hire, Welfare Services
or Non-Mechanical Plant. So whether
you need crowd control barriers for
the sporting event of the summer or
pedestrian trackway flooring to take
thousands of festival-goers, GAP Event
Services has the hire solution for you.
We enjoy excellent relationships with
our suppliers, allowing us to quickly and
easily source specialist equipment or
develop bespoke solutions. From man
baskets and extension forks, to tower
lights and portable toilets - we have
what you need. Our specialist events
division offers a single point of contact
so you can get on with running the show.

We offer a fully project managed
installation
and
recovery
service
on everything we supply and our
management team has decades of
experience in the industry. Some
of the events our team has already
worked on include the following:
• Spartan
• Bafta
• Rat Race
• Cardiff Velothon
• Polo in the Park
• Rugby World Cup 2015
• London Triathlon
• Wireless Festival
• Kendal Calling
• Parklife
• Festival 6
• Virgin Money London Marathon
• V Festival
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Vision

To be the UK’s most
innovative hire
solutions provider
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Mission

• To grow and adapt in partnership with

our customers
• To recruit, retain and develop the most
talented people
• To deliver market-leading investment
year on year
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Testimonials
“Northumberland County Council used GAP Event Services to assist with the delivery
of the 2016 Tall Ships Regatta in the Port of Blyth. GAP’s attention to detail and overall
proactive nature from beginning to end was, as usual, exemplary. As an authority we
would definitely use them on future events within the area”.
Northumberland County Council

“GAP is one of Ground Control’s trusted suppliers, now into the 5th year of working together. GAP
has provided our portfolio of festivals with unrivalled service and support with fencing, ground
protection and cable ramps”.
Jon Drape - Managing Director, Ground Control Production Ltd

“With up to three events a month from March to November it’s great to know we have a
reliable supplier like GAP to count on. Whether it be in the far North of Scotland, South
East England or Wales, GAP always deliver!”
Jim Mee - Founder, Rat Race

“Location itself for Gottwood is a challenge due to the remote location
on Anglesey, but that did not phase GAP. They delivered over one
thousand fence panels, several hundred crowd control barriers, track
mats and telehandlers on time. We found GAP to be very professional and
contactable at any time, day or night”.
Tom Elkington - Director, Gottwood Festival
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“Powderham Castle was delighted to engage
GAP for the provision of barriers for a recent
large concert taking place on the estate. All of
the GAP staff understood the idiosyncrasies of
live events, and were flexible and accommodating
throughout.”
Laurence Mulchrone - Live Event Site and Production
Management, Powderham Castle
“I cannot praise GAP highly enough. This is the second occasion I have
worked with them on a major event, this time creating a bus station in a
field! I found them to be totally professional, working to time, to plan and
to budget. I would not hesitate to work with them again”.
Val Wilson - City Arts and Events Manager, Exeter City Council

“We approached GAP to supply items for our events throughout 2016. In this industry the
margin for error is tight - deliveries can’t be late, items can’t be wrong, and everything
has to go to plan. Whatever is thrown at you, Saturday has to be race day! The team
made sure each delivery, collection, and all the bits in between went perfectly. For me,
it’s a huge weight lifted, and a lot of stress I know I don’t have to worry about. GAP has it
covered, and if anything goes wrong, support is no more than a phone call away”.
Karl Allsop - Director of Race Operations, Spartan

“Fake Festivals are pleased to be working so closely with GAP Events on the Fake
Festivals UK Tribute band tour. It’s essential that equipment is delivered on time
and at event standard quality. This is exactly what we get every weekend from
GAP Event Services”.
Jez Leigh - Founder, Fake Festivals
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Barrier Systems
With enough barrier systems to stretch the Channel Tunnel 5 times, you can be rest
assured that our extensive range of barrier systems has your event covered.
GAP Event Services has the largest stock of crowd control and site demarcation
products in the UK. This means that we can facilitate any requirement from small local
events to the largest of sports, music or mass participation events.
Sourced from our 130 strong network of depots nationwide, GAP Event Services has
access to an extensive range of equipment including:
• A range of over 18 different barrier and demarcation types, such as crowd control
barriers for creating boundaries at festivals, sporting events and road races
• Heavy-duty barriers for football matches, concerts and high footfall areas
• Concord or Cycle barriers for the start and finish of road events
Our team of specialists are on hand to offer a comphrensive service on all barrier
systems that we offer. This covers anything from a small one day hire to complicated
site inspection surveys, project managed installations and recoveries.
TOP 3 - Crowd Control Barriers | Heavy Duty Barriers | Concord Barriers
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Fencing Systems
Keep your outdoor event safe and secure with GAP Event Services’ range of temporary
fencing products.
We have a number of different models to allow you to secure and manage both the
public on the perimeter of your site, and the guests within it, whilst maintaining an
elegant aesthetic. These include:
• Mesh fence panels which create secure boundaries at any type of outdoor event
• Hoarding systems which are primarily used to create perimeter fencing and to
secure back stage areas with a zero visibility barrier
• Fencing scrims offer an alternative to the hoarding system to create a visual barrier
and can be branded to your specification.
As with our barrier systems, GAP Event Services are able to offer a comprehensive
service on all fencing products with the help of our dedicated team of specialists. This
covers everything from small hires to a complicated site inspection survey and fully
project managed installations and recoveries.
TOP 3 - Mesh Fencing | Hoarding | Fence Scrim | Branding
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Trackway & Flooring
In order for your event to be a success, we aim to provide the most reliable and robust
trackway and flooring to deal with whatever traffic your event may encounter.
From temporary roadways, pedestrian walkways and stage pads to indoor and
outdoor flooring, our systems are suited to a number of different applications and are
available in both plastic and aluminium.
Pedestrian Flooring
Our Pedestrian Flooring systems, such as Supatrac, offer excellent flexibility. They
allow event visitors to cross any type of terrain in a safe and secure manner, giving
them more time to enjoy the event and less time worrying about muddy
conditions. The equipment also protects against tripping and can be installed in
minutes.
Trackway (Vehicular)
For more heavy-duty requirements, aluminium trackway offers a number of
benefits. Available in either panels or rolls, the system is cross-serrated on one side to
offer maximum grip for both pedestrians and vehicles. A deeper profile on the reverse
side provides a super-strong bond with the ground.
We also offer plastic vehicular trackway which provides similar versatility with quick
installation, allowing you to lay up to 50 square metres an hour.
TOP 3 - Supatrac | Trackmats | Aluminium Trackway
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Welfare Services
GAP Event Services works closey with our Welfare Services division to make life more
comfortable at events.
GAP offers a diverse welfare product portfolio, all maintained to our usual first-class
standards. You can hire a range of portable chemical toilets with cold or hot hand
washing facilities or our ADA approved wheelchair access units, which are exclusive to
GAP Welfare Services. We also stock 12’ to 20’ self contained mobile eco welfare units.
Once you’ve hired our products, we take care of everything with servicing and refills as
required.
We’ve brought in the best staff and products in the industry to ensure that our
welfare equipment meets the latest health, safety and environment regulations. We
are full members of the PSE (Portable Sanitation Europe Ltd) and all staff are fully
trained with National Sanitation Qualifications (accredited by RoSPA).
TOP 3 - Toilets | Eco Welfare Units | Urinals
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Power & Lighting
We have the perfect equipment to light up any event with the most modern products
in the industry.
GAP Event Services offers a comprehensive range of diesel super-silenced generators,
along with the newest fleet of mobile lighting towers and floodlights available.
These products not only deliver power and reliability, they also feature a number of
environmental benefits. In order to comply with both local and European noise
regulations, our sound-proofed generators are significantly quieter than conventional
models, making them ideal for events near residential areas and cities. We also have a
fleet of lighting towers that are amongst the most eco-friendly in the UK market today,
allowing you to save on costs while reducing your carbon footprint.
Our events team works closely with partners to advise customers on the number of
generators or lighting towers required to achieve any level of power or site
illumination. Once you’ve selected the right equipment for your event, we offer a
comprehensive 24-hour back up service for complete peace of mind.
TOP 3 - Environmentally Friendly Lighting Towers | Generators | Cable Ramps
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Plant & Equipment
GAP Group has been a market leading supplier in the plant hire industry for over 45
years, so you know that your event is in good hands when using our equipment.
We take pride in working together with our customers to ensure that they get the right
equipment to make their event run smoothly. Choose from an extensive product range,
including telehandlers, space heaters, fuel and water bowsers, heaters, excavators and
much more - all maintained to our usual top-class standard.
GAP offers the complete hire solution. So whether you need a telehandler to attach
lights to your stage, or even fuel to power your plant, GAP has everything you need.
Leave it to us and you can get on with the show.
TOP 3 - Telehandlers | Fuel Bowsers | Space Heaters
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Tools & Accessories
Well established with over 45 years’ experience, GAP has a range of tools and accessories
to suit any application.
Our wide range of the latest tools and accessories includes two way radios, alloy towers,
pressure washers, ladders, drills, mowers, vacuums and more. Each of our depots have
an unlimited budget with which to manage and replenish their tools stock, ensuring
that we can always provide our customers with modern and reliable tools, quickly and
efficiently; whenever you need them.
Whether you’re setting up your event or putting those finishing touches in place, we
cater for all your planning and setup needs by drawing on the product offering and
experience at our 130 locations across the UK.
TOP 3 - Two Way Radios | Alloy Towers | Pressure Washers
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Lifting Equipment
Wherever you are in the country, GAP can provide advice, equipment and support on our
full range of lifting equipment, specifically designed for the events and entertainment
industry.
With a national team of LEEA qualified Test, Inspect and Certify (TIC) Engineers, we
can assess any item of lifting equipment, even if it’s not our own. This takes the hassle
of asset management off your hands and ultimately gives you more time to focus on
managing your event. Our TIC service ensures that all equipment on your site complies
with the Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER) and Provision
and Use of Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER).
We continually invest in new lifting products and work closely with our manufacturers
to ensure we are providing the most innovative and best quality products. We’re
also happy to provide training and equipment familiarisation to GAP Event Services
customers.
TOP 3 - Extension Forks | Access Cages | Working at Height Accessories
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GAP one
We make life easy for all event customers by giving them access to a dedicated
Account Manager 24 hours a day, but at our Head Office there’s extra help at hand.
GAP one, a key part of our overall Hire Solution, offers tailor made services matched
to specific customer needs. Just one call or email detailing your requests and GAP one
will organise everything. Our dedicated team is available round-the-clock with specialist
advice and a consistent service to make your job easier.
From the moment you call, we set about getting it right first time. We listen, and
keep it simple. There’s also no need to worry about unnecessary paperwork with our
streamlined invoicing system.
We are happy to advise you on our products and services and work in close partnership
with suppliers to ensure we have access to everything you could possibily need. The
words “we can’t” are not in our vocabulary; we always ask “how can we?”
With just one point of contact, you can rest assured you’ll be well looked after by GAP
one.
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GAP People
When you deal with any one of our staff, you’ll immediately discover a ‘can do’ attitude,
matched with the relevant expertise and skills to quickly find the equipment and solution
you need.
We’re continually developing and training our people across all of our locations to
make sure they have the latest product and industry knowledge, while truly excelling in
customer care.
Whether you’re dealing with a member of our extensive field sales team, our depot
staff or an employee at GAP Head Office, you can be sure you’ll receive the very
highest level of service.
And just as our staff look after you, we look after our staff. We know our business
couldn’t function succesfully without the right people in place. We believe we have
the best people in the industry and therefore do what we can to make sure they feel
valued and happy at work, while giving them plenty of opportunities for career and
professional advancement.
As well as investing in their skills, we improve their working environments too, making
sure our premises are modern and welcoming for them.
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Health & Safety
Our commitment to first class Health &
Safety management is at the very heart of
our business. We care for and protect our
customers as much as our own staff. We
operate with a strong, dynamic and robust risk
management framework which is backed up
with an integrated Safety, Health, Environment
(SHE), Risk and Compliance service.
We recruit qualified, experienced Health &
Safety experts to make sure we provide the best
service and support possible to our customers.
As a result, the number of RIDDOR reportable
accidents for GAP and our customers continues
to reduce year on year.
We also develop and implement our own safety
campaigns to increase awareness among our
staff and customers of the potential hazards
they may encounter at work. Our ‘Split Second
Safety’ campaign offers the most comprehensive
safety information in the industry and is
available to download from our website,
www.gap-group.co.uk
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Environment
At GAP we’re committed to minimising the impact our business activities have on the
environment and are continually implementing more efficient practices across our entire
operation. We have installed solar panels on the roof of our Head Office to lower our
reliance on the grid. At our depots we utilise rain water harvesting tanks which provide
a saving of around 70% in mains water consumption and water supply for our pressure
washers.
Everyone at GAP understands the importance of the environment so with a huge
team effort, we’re successfully reducing our waste, CO2 emissions, energy and water
consumption. At the same time we’re increasing our recycling, use of sustainable
materials and our investment in a ‘greener’ fleet, whilst our entire vehicle delivery fleet
meets the latest Euro emission standards with reduced pollution certificates.
In addition to this, we offer our customers the most environmentally considerate
solutions within both our core range and specialist products. All newly purchased
plant and tools come with the latest ‘green’ technology, resulting in better fuel
consumption.
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Elgin

HIRE SOLUTIONS

Inverness
Aberdeen

Plant & Tool Hire

Scotland

London Tools & Access
Dundee

Lifting Hire & Sales

Dunfermline
Falkirk
Leith
Anniesland
Sighthill
Harthill
Kinning Park
Motherwell
Kilmarnock

Non-Mechanical Plant
Survey & Safety Hire
Welfare Services
Newcastle

Carlisle

Durham
Whitehaven
Middlesbrough

North East

Douglas

Lancaster
Preston

Event Services &
Vehicle Hire available
nationwide

York
Leeds
Bradford

Hull

Doncaster
Manchester
Sheffield
Warrington

Liverpool

Wallasey

Bangor

Lincoln

North West
Stoke on Trent

Nottingham
Derby

Telford

Leicester

Birmingham

Norwich

Peterborough

Midlands

Tewkesbury

Newmarket

Colchester

Milton Keynes

Oxford
Swansea
Cardiff

Bristol

South West
Exeter

St Austell

Thurrock

Reading

South East

Maidstone

Portsmouth

Watford

Bournemouth

Waltham Cross

Kentish
Town

Plymouth

Wembley

Walthamstow

Tower Bridge
Docklands

Heathrow

Charlton
Croydon
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130
DEPOTS

NATIONWIDE

Coventry

Northampton

OVER
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Corporate Head Office
Carrick House, 40 Carrick St,
Glasgow, G2 8DA

Tel: 0333 202 0712
Email: events@gap-group.co.uk

www.gap-group.co.uk

